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Indonesia Identifies Opportunities
and Challenges in Trade
in Services
The TPSA Project organized a two-day workshop that made the case for servicesector liberalization in Indonesia. Speakers outlined the opportunities and challenges
in services trade in Indonesia and how to design a services trade development strategy
based on best practices and lessons learned from the TPSA study tour to Geneva.

Background
With US$150 billion in goods exports in 2015,
Indonesia was among the top 30 exporting nations.
It ranked much lower on services exports. Despite
a strong tourism sector, Indonesia suffered from a
services trade deficit of nearly US$9 billion in 2015,
with decreasing commercial services exports.
To reach out to new markets and foster competition within its domestic services industry,
the Government of Indonesia has been active
at the global level, including in the framework
of the World Trade Organization’s (WTO’s) Doha
Development Round of negotiations. Other
bilateral or regional negotiation initiatives that
cover trade in services, such as with Australia,
the European Union (EU), and Comprehensive
Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA) partners, have also been considered or initiated
by Indonesia.
Despite efforts made, certain challenges hinder Indonesia’s services exports and negotiation
potential. The Ministry of Trade (MoT) requested
additional technical assistance from the TPSA
project to strengthen the capacity of government
officials, with the objective of improving their skills
in designing a trade in services promotion strategy, reforming services trade policy, and negoti-
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ating new profitable free-trade agreements with
foreign countries.
In response, the TPSA project organized three
activities:
1. A workshop on services export promotion on
March 30–31, 2016, in Bandung. This workshop
provided an opportunity to share ideas on how
to support Indonesian small and medium-sized
enterprises’ (SMEs’) efforts to export services
to international markets and the important
promotional role business associations play.
2. A study tour on trade in services negotiations
on September 26–30, 2016, in Geneva. This
activity focused on the negotiation aspects of
trade in services, with a dual-phase approach
that included both technical briefings by
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international organizations and informationsharing sessions with trade negotiators and
foreign country representatives.
3. A workshop on service-sector reform on
November 22–23, 2016. The workshop speakers
outlined the reforms needed, with the objective
of identifying opportunities and overcoming the
challenges related to trade in services.
The first two activities were reported on in previous activity briefs. This brief focuses on the
November 22–23, 2016, workshop.

Workshop Overview
The
workshop
on
service-sector
reform
adopted an inclusive and open approach with
a wide range of local and international speakers and over 50 participants. Opening remarks
were made by Mr. John Summerbell, Deputy
Director and Counsellor (Development) at
the Canadian Embassy in Jakarta, as well as
Mr. Kasan Muhri, Expert Staff to the Minister for
International Relations.
The workshop began with a comprehensive and
enlightening overview of global trends in trade
in services by Ms. Herliza Aman. She noted the
importance of services trade to Indonesia’s economic development and provided an outline of
Indonesia’s international negotiations plans and
previous commitments. Finally, she presented her
views on the opportunities and challenges for
services trade in Indonesia.
The following session was delivered by Joscelyn
Magdeleine, Economic Affairs Officer at the WTO
Secretariat in Geneva. Mr. Magdeleine outlined
the main challenges for trade in services and the
General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS),
the flexibility and progressive liberalization under
the GATS, and the members’ challenges of classification, clarity, and coherence when scheduling
GATS commitments. He also discussed difficulties faced by WTO members in making progress
on multilateral services negotiations and the new
“mega-regional” and plurilateral negotiation initiatives covering trade in services.
Panji Nurindra, Indra Prahasta, and Bambang
Sumarjono, MoT researchers who spent two

months at The Conference Board of Canada as
TPSA interns, presented a comparative study on
services in the Indonesian economy and reforms
required. The team of interns highlighted their
research findings demonstrating the limited openness of Indonesia for attracting foreign investment
and its high restrictiveness in the services sector.
They made the case that this restrictiveness may
be contributing to Indonesia’s relatively poor ranking on services exports.
Ngo Chung Khanh, Deputy Director General of
Vietnam Ministry of Industry and Trade, shared
with the workshop participants his country’s
experiences in global, regional, and bilateral services negotiations. Mr. Khanh described Vietnam’s
internal consultation process prior to international
trade talks, as well as its latest participation in the
negotiations for the TPP and the European Union.
He offered some advice to Indonesian officials
and shared the lessons learned by Vietnam in
its negotiations.
On the second day of the workshop, Alexandre
Larouche-Maltais, Senior TPSA Trade Expert, summarized the key take-aways of the Geneva study
tour on services trade negotiation and introduced
the study tour participants. Ms. Puri Listiyani,
Head of Environmental and Energy Services at
MoT, focused on Indonesia’s international commitments in energy services, notably under the
GATS. Ms. Yuni Fatria Putrie, trade analyst within
MoT’s Directorate General of International Trade
Negotiations (DGITN), outlined Indonesia’s commitments related to telecommunication services
under the GATS, as well as bilateral free-trade
agreements (FTAs). Ms. Siti Tri Joelyartini, Deputy
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Director of Construction, Tourism, Recreation,
Cultural, and Sport Services within DGITN,
described the wide scope of distribution services
and their importance for Indonesia’s economy. She
provided an overview of distribution services classification and her country’s commitments under
the GATS, as well as related domestic regulations.
In the final session, Nadia Bourély, Counsellor
and Senior Trade Commissioner at the Canadian
Embassy, shared Canada’s perspective on services
trade and potential opportunities for Indonesia.
Ms. Bourély enthusiastically explained her role as
Trade Commissioner and how she helps Canadian
investors and traders to reach out to new markets. She also highlighted Canada’s objectives
and strategy for boosting trade in services and
gave practical examples of areas in which Canada
and Indonesia could strengthen their services
trade relationship.

Participant Feedback
“It was a wonderful opportunity to participate
in the TPSA workshop. I learned a great
deal about current conditions that are
holding back the Indonesian services sector
from being more competitive, as well as
opportunities for the services sector to reach
its full potential. A focus on the services
sector is relatively new in Indonesia; the
workshop was helpful in spotlighting its
importance. Overall, the two-day event
was quite interactive and encompassed
constructive and fruitful discussions. Thank
you for the opportunity.”

The participants reported good overall satisfaction
with the training. Fifteen per cent gave a satisfaction rating of “excellent”; 35 per cent, “very good”;
48 per cent, “good”; and 2 per cent “fair.”

Challenges
Negotiation Techniques
Indonesia’s main challenge relates to negotiations of trade in services. A consensus emerged
during the workshop on a number of difficulties
faced by the Indonesian government. First, the
increasing use of the negative listing approach in
the new-generation free-trade agreement poses
a political and technical concern for government
officials. For example, bilateral talks with countries
such as the U.S., Canada, or Australia would likely
be conducted using the negative listing approach.
Several arguments against this approach were
based on misconceptions that the workshop was
able to address, but other arguments were deemed
well-founded, such as the Indonesian services
trade negotiators’ limited expertise and experience
with the negative listing approach. Participants
rightly pointed out that adopting such an approach
would require efforts to map out existing measures
affecting trade in services that Indonesia would
need to list for protection purposes. However,
this approach would not necessarily lead to more
ambitious liberalization, compared with the positive listing approach.

Ambiguous Schedules of Commitments

—RUDHIAN CHLISSMA PUTRA
Policy Research Officer,
Indonesia Services Dialogue Council (ISD)

All participants reported that their skills and knowledge improved because of the workshop on service sector reform. Forty-two per cent said that
their new level of confidence in applying the knowledge was “excellent,” or “very good,” another 42 per
cent said “good,” and 16 per cent said “fair.” Eighty
per cent said they would use the knowledge from
the training either “very frequently” or “frequently”
in their work, while 16 per cent said “occasionally”
and 4 per cent said “rarely.”

A key technical challenge relates to negotiators’
struggle to make clear and coherent commitments
on services trade liberalization. Speakers at the
workshop noted that a high level of preparation
and technical knowledge were required to conduct
negotiations on services trade. In many cases, WTO
member states have submitted ambiguous schedules of commitments with unqualified conditions
that led to problematic interpretations and unpredictability in the context of dispute settlement.
According to WTO officer Joscelyn Magdeleine,
classification may also become challenging for
negotiating parties, especially in the context of
rapid technological developments and the availability of new services.
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Participants and speakers celebrate a successful workshop.

Lack of Political Support

New Market Opportunities

The negotiations process may be hindered by a
lack of political support, which leaves negotiators
unable to make certain concessions to reach a
deal. There could be internal pressure against trade
in services liberalization. Without sufficient political
will, international negotiations cannot progress and
ambitious agreements covering trade in services
may not be achieved.

Secondly, discussions between participants and
experts have identified several benefits in services
trade liberalization. The conclusion of bilateral and
regional FTAs would provide new market opportunities to Indonesian services providers. Recalling
Vietnam’s recent experience, Mr. Ngo Chung Khanh
mentioned that the Japan-Vietnam Economic
Partnership Agreement, the ASEAN Free Trade
Area, and the bilateral agreement with Chile, contributed to deepen and widen Vietnam’s economic
and trade integration into the Asia-Pacific region.
These agreements help integrate Vietnamese services providers into regional value chains and contribute to open markets that services exporters had
not broken into.

Nevertheless, these challenges are not insurmountable, and the potential benefits of undertaking international negotiations on trade in services
and adopting liberalization reforms may outweigh
their costs and related difficulties.

Opportunities
Developing a Common Vision

Attracting New Investment

Local and international speakers stressed the
opportunity for Indonesia to design a comprehensive strategy and coordinated vision toward trade
in services. Ms. Bourély pointed out that Indonesia’s
services trade agenda and reforms present
invaluable opportunities to mobilize political will
and interdepartmental coordination. This would
address the challenge of lack of common vision
among governmental agencies and ministries.

Thirdly, studies show that opening domestic services sectors increases foreign investment flows.
In her presentation, Ms. Siti Tri Joelyartini explained
how and why reducing services restrictions can
boost service sector growth by adding foreign capital investment, which can lead to more efficient
and higher quality services. In the case of distribution services, she expected trade liberalization
to help modernize and improve domestic services
infrastructure and have a positive impact on other
sectors’ competitiveness.

Ms. Listiyani called for all ministries involved in services trade and negotiation to sit together to coordinate and adopt a common vision. A coordinated
and mutually agreed position would put Indonesian
trade negotiators in a much stronger position for
future international trade talks.

About the TPSA Project
TPSA is a five-year C$12-million project funded by
the Government of Canada through Global Affairs
Canada. The project is executed by The Conference
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Board of Canada, and the primary implementation partner is the Directorate General for National
Export Development, Ministry of Trade.
TPSA is designed to provide training, research, and
technical assistance to Indonesian government
agencies, the private sector—particularly small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)—academics, and civil society organizations on trade-related
information, trade policy analysis, regulatory
reforms, and trade and investment promotion
by Canadian, Indonesian, and other experts from
public and private organizations.
The overall objective of TPSA is to support higher
sustainable economic growth and reduce poverty in Indonesia through increased trade and
trade-
enabling investment between Indonesia
and Canada. TPSA is intended to increase sustainable and gender-responsive trade and investment
opportunities, particularly for Indonesian SMEs,
and to increase the use of trade and investment
analysis by Indonesian stakeholders for expanded
trade and investment partnerships between
Indonesia and Canada.

The expected immediate outcomes of TPSA are:
improved trade and investment information
flows between Indonesia and Canada,
particularly for the private sector, SMEs, and
women entrepreneurs, including trade-related
environmental risks and opportunities;
enhanced private sector business links between
Indonesia and Canada, particularly for SMEs;
strengthened analytical skills and knowledge
of Indonesian stakeholders on how to increase
trade and investment between Indonesia
and Canada;
improved understanding of regulatory rules and
best practices for trade and investment.
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For further information, please contact the
Project Office in Jakarta, Indonesia:
Mr. Gregory A. Elms, Field Director
Canada–Indonesia Trade and Private Sector
Assistance (TPSA) Project
Canada Centre, World Trade Centre 5, 15th Floor
Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav 29–31 Jakarta 12190,
Indonesia
Phone: +62-21-5296-0376, or 5296-0389
Fax: +62-21-5296-0385
E-mail: greg@tpsaproject.com
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